
SWEET CORN SOUP

INGREDIENTS
Sweet Corn ( or 1 can of whole kernel corn)
Garlic
Raw medium shrimp
Eggs
Purified Water
Salt
Pepper
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2
2 cloves
15 - 18
3
4 1/2 cups
To taste
To taste

Time Required : 10 minutes
Level of Difficulty : Easy
Serve 4 - 5 adults

METHOD OF PREPARATION
1. If using fresh corn, shuck the corn by pulling away the leaves and silk from top to bottom. Remove any

remaining silk by gently scrubbing it with a clean brush. Wash and pat dry. Use a knife to remove the corn from
the cob while holding the corn vertically with another hand. Do not discard the cob as it will be used to cook the
soup. Omit this step if using canned whole kernel corn.

2. Remove the skin of garlic cloves. Then place the flat side of the knife on top of the clove and press down
gently with your hand to slightly crush the garlic. This is to release the flavor of garlic during cooking.

3. Place the cob and the peeled garlic in a medium pot and filled with 4.5 cups of purified water. Cook on medium
heat until it reaches boiling point.

4. Meanwhile, break the eggs into a bowl and use a fork or whisk to beat the eggs.
5. Once the soup boils, remove the cob from the soup. Then place in the corn to cook until it boils, about 3

minutes.
6. Meanwhile, remove the shells and tails from the shrimps and devein if necessary. Then cut into smaller pieces.
7. Once the soup boils, add in the shrimp and gently stir the soup. Cook for 1 minute.
8. Next, drizzle in the beaten egg in a gradual circular motion while stirring the soup. Season with salt and

pepper.


